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WHAT is EcoSave?
Register

Energy evaluation

Select retrofits

Apply for financing

Post-retrofit assessment

Apply for rebates

EnerGuide Rating
On-bill Financing

- Finance up to $16,000
- 3.5% fixed
- 5 or 10 year term
Data Analysis 2012–2017

- 2,656 tonnes of GHG saved
- 1,182,634 kWhs saved
- 35,194 GJs saved
- $318,225 in rebates
Upgrading to a Heat Pump

CleanBC Better Homes

$3,000 rebate

Switch from propane, oil, natural gas
ECOSAVE EXPANDS

Regional Energy Efficiency Program
EXISTING HOMES

Save Energy. Save Money
Green Home and Energy Show
Community Solar Garden
Heat Mapping Program

THE GREAT ESCAPE
Does heat escape from YOUR home?

ecosave
Save Energy. Save Money
Thank You!

www.nelson.ca/ecosave

Carmen Proctor
cproctor@nelson.ca